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Part 1 

For questions 1 � 15, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space.  Use only 
one word in each space.  There is an example at the beginning (0).  
 

Example: 0  S O M E T H I N G           
 
_________________________________________________________________________________  
 

The Disappearance of a Language 

Is the disappearance of a language (0)                    to be glad or sad about?  The answer is 

(1) ��..�..�....  from obvious.  The disappearance of a language carries (2) �..��..�....  it the 

irretrievable loss of a cultural achievement.  The formation of a language with (3) ��..�..�....  of 

its words, grammar and sounds is a development that (4) ���..�......  hundreds or thousands of 

years.  It is an ongoing, collective act of creation (5) �.�..�...�..  which thousands or millions of 

people participate.  The experiences and ideas of these people are embedded in the language, and 

so when the language is on the (6) ���..�...... of extinction, these are at risk of being lost 

(7) ���..�......  and for all. 

 

On the other hand, languages (8) ��..�..�....  never to be regarded as museum pieces.  They 

serve simply as tools for people to make (9) ��..�..�....  of, and when people choose to 

communicate in another tongue, it is because they feel their chosen new language is a more 

appropriate tool for themselves and their children.  Education, culture, jobs, money and power are 

important matters for the vast (10) ���..�......  of people, and as a (11) ��..�..�.... , these are 

things which are easier to come by if one speaks a rich and powerful language than if one speaks a 

significantly (12) ���..�...... popular language.  That is (13) ��..�...�... it can sometimes be to 

the advantage of speakers to (14) ��..�..�....  their native language go, sad (15) ���..�......  

this may be. 

SOMETHING 
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Part 2 

For questions 16 � 25 read the text below.  Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the 
lines to form a word that fits in the space in the same line.  There is an example at the beginning (0). 
 

Example: 0  M E M O R A B L E           
 
_________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Jan Vermeer (1632�1675)  
 

The images Dutch painter Jan Vermeer has left us, although (0)  

are few and of limited scope: a woman, illuminated by sunlight, pouring milk in 

 MEMORY 

the corner of a room, a girl (16) ��..�..�....  by the letter she�s reading. 

Occasionally, he introduces a second or a third figure. Two cityscapes, a

(17) ���..�......  scene, a few allegories. Nothing more. Yet we esteem him

as one of the most (18) ��..�..�....  artists of his time. The fascination of

Vermeer�s paintings lies in the ingenious way in which he (19) ���..�...... 

them with light and colour, but also in the fact that questions remain about his

work, the answers to which lie irretrievably buried in the past. 

 

Vermeer�s life and art are inseparably linked with the Dutch city of Delft. Delft, 

despite being a (20) ��..�..�....  centre in the mid-seventeenth century, 

was a graceful and unpretentious provincial place. Its growth was restrained

and orderly; its attractive canals and houses modest and (21) ��..�..�..... . 

 

Today one still finds (22) ���..�......  in Delft�s tree-lined streets. Only its 

two great churches interrupt the low profile of the city�s skyline. Vermeer�s

paintings are similarly intimate and (23) ���..�...... focused.  The

immediacy of his images is strong, yet he encourages (24) ���..�...... to 

stay and ponder, transferring to them gradually and imperceptibly the 

(25) ���..�...... of his scenes and his world. 

 

 CAPTIVE 

 

LEGEND 

STAND 

RICH 

 

 

 

 

COMMERCE 

 

DIGNITY 

 

TRANQUIL 

 

SELECT 

VIEW 

 

SERENE 

 

MEMORABLE, 
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Part 3 

For questions 26 � 37, read the two texts and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. 
 

 
Reading 
Readers often think that to be a good reader means becoming more (26) �. about authors and 

titles.  But no matter how many authors and titles you know, your underlying question is still the 

same:  which one are you going to read next?  The best way to deal with this dilemma is to 

consider your own lifestyle and how it influences your selection (27) �. . 

Think back to different stages of your life:  were there times when you read a lot and times when 

you hardly (28) �. ?  Can you (29) �. down what was going on in your life then which affected 

your reading?  If you are busy, for instance, you develop a short attention (30) �.  because you 

are frequently interrupted.  During this time you might read something you can dip in and out of, or 

something you can pick up and put down without losing the (31) �. . 

 

 
26 A acquainted B familiar C knowledgeable D conversant 

27 A process B way C manner D measure 

28 A concerned B involved C troubled D bothered 

29 A pin B set C let D press 

30 A stretch B reach C span D extent 

31 A direction B thread C line D theme 
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Confessions of a science writer 

I have an admission to make.  My first love was not writing, but television.  As a science writer, I am 

supposed to extol the (32) �. of the written word against the supposed evils of television, but it is 

impossible for me to attack the medium that not only (33) �. my interest in science, but which also 

nurtured my writing.  (34) �. what I learnt from Mr Charles, who taught me English when I was 

twelve, everything I know about writing has been a direct (35) �. of either watching or working in 

television. 
 

After finishing university, I joined the BBC�s science department, working on television programmes.  

Over the (36) �. of five years, I realised that the key to a successful science programme is two-fold.  

First, clarity of explanation is vital, because the revelation and explanation of a new concept should be 

a triumphant highpoint for the viewer, not a tedious period of confusion.  Second, if the scientific 

explanation can be (37) �. within the framework of a story, then this should enhance the science and 

entrance the viewer. 

 

 

32 A advantages B rights C virtues D benefits 

33 A instituted B sparked C provoked D embarked 

34 A Passing B Leaving C Overlooking D Excluding 

35 A consequence B response C conclusion D development 

36 A course B passage C duration D progression 

37 A adapted B incorporated C concentrated D merged 
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Part 4 
 
You are going to read an extract from a newspaper article.  Seven paragraphs have been removed 
from the extract.  Choose from the paragraphs A � H the one which fits each gap (38 � 44).  There is 
one extra paragraph which you do not need to use. 
 
 

Tales from the bush 
 
The hippo is one animal in Africa that it�s always worth being afraid of; one night, wildlife film 
director Paula Coulter found herself staring down a beam of light at one. 
 
Cindy Buxton and I had been contracted to 
make a TV documentary about wildlife in 
Zambia.  For the sixteen months we were 
there, our official home was a thatched hut in 
the Luangwa Valley but our real residence was 
a vehicle, a Land Rover, stripped of its roof 
and windows.  We were making a film about 
hyenas, with particular attention to their 
interaction with leopards. 
 

38  

 
Our first, brief sighting was of the adult female 
we called Kumi.  A leopard�s �fingerprints� are 
its spots, and we would remember this one by 
the distinct, evenly spaced semi-circle over the 
left eye.  After the recent rainy season, certain 
areas were muddy and impassable, and 
getting a glimpse of this lone leopard had 
involved a certain amount of luck � of being 
able to manoeuvre through a relatively dry 
course.  It was to be nearly two months before 
we saw Kumi again.  In the meantime, though, 
the other female kept us entertained. 
 

39  

 
Then, as darkness came, we set off in the 
Land Rover to look for leopards.  Our routine 
was so regular that we could have driven 
blindfold to their hunting grounds, but actually 
finding the large cats themselves in these vast 
territories was quite another story. 
 

40  

 
They were obviously nervous and aware of 
danger and were positioned back-to-back in 
order to get a 360-degree view.  They were 
remarkably still, listening intently for any 
movement.  The leopard, after half an hour of 
inching towards them, finally made a dash for 
the smaller one, but they both got away. 

41  

 
We had been driving at a snail�s pace over 
rough ground marked with deep footprints of 
hippos and elephants and keeping our 
spotlight trained on the leopard, when the 
beam also fell on a distant hippo munching 
grass. 
 

42  

 
Normally, hippos shun the light � something 
that makes them notoriously difficult to film at 
night � but this bumptious mammal appeared 
to react to the light in an entirely novel way.  
Cindy turned the light off, thinking perhaps it 
was dazzled by it, but this made no difference. 
 

43  

 
When the hippo came to within a metre, she 
made a leap to the right to avoid being 
squashed under 1,500 kilos of streaking 
mammal. 
 

44  

 
In the passenger�s seat, Cindy had watched as 
the hippo bounced off the front bumper and 
then skimmed along the side of the vehicle, its 
enormous head passing just a few centimetres 
away before it wandered off into the distance 
behind us.  It doesn�t get much closer than 
that! 
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A We followed as the cat strolled through 

her hunting grounds that night, at times 
lying down for a rest � though her 
senses, of course, never rested.  It was 
after one brief break, when she got up 
and started to walk away, that the most 
startling encounter occurred. 

 
B She then flashed it, wondering if that 

would work, but the animal kept 
coming.  As it got closer and closer, the 
cat, lying 10 metres in front of us, 
crouched lower and lower, and then 
became motionless. 

 
C After a while, wildlife film-makers 

become pretty adept at distinguishing 
such situations, which are really 
dangerous, from things that just seem 
dangerous.  And backing away from a 
pride of lions, calling the bluff of a 
charging elephant and stalking a 
hungry leopard are all just part of a 
day�s or night�s work. 

 
D We were three weeks into the filming 

when we finally found this one.  The 
day had been spent at our favourite 
small lagoon, parked in the shade of a 
tree with noisily nesting birds above us. 

 

 
E At the same time, I ducked, bracing 

myself for the impact.  The collision 
rocked our Land Rover.  I kept my head 
down for a few more seconds, waiting 
for whatever was going to happen next, 
and then, to my total and utter relief, 
heard the same pounding footsteps 
continue on. 

 
F Leopards� secretiveness always makes 

tracking them difficult, but here the 
problem was compounded by the 
rugged terrain and dense vegetation.  
Nevertheless, we soon started to 
become familiar with the adjoining 
territories of two female leopards, and 
then with the leopards themselves. 

 
G Tonight, though, a few hours� searching 

rewarded us with a particularly 
attractive female.  She was crouched in 
the grass, intent on two puku, the small 
antelope found virtually nowhere but 
Zambia. 

 
H Intent on the leopard, we paid little 

attention to the creature until suddenly 
we realised it was charging towards us.  
We watched its immense bulk motoring 
at us from 100 metres out and going at 
a clip that could have been 20 or 25 
kilometres an hour.  It was not altering 
course.  It was making a beeline 
directly for us. 
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Part 5 
 
You are going to read an extract from a newspaper article.  For questions 45 � 50, choose the answer  
(A, B, C or D) which you think fits best according to the text. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

On Friendship 
 

Friendship is a single soul dwelling in two bodies � Aristotle (384 � 322 BC) 
 

In a world full of enmity, it is always interesting 
to contemplate the nature of friendship.  
Received wisdom has it that a friend is a 
person who gives without being asked; who 
understands, or tries to; who rejoices at good 
fortune and supports through bad; who tells 
unpleasant truths and pleasant untruths when 
either is necessary; whose affection is freely 
given, and who makes the innocent and proper 
assumption that the claims, expectations, 
rights and duties of this vital and valuable 
human bond are reciprocal.  Who could 
disagree? 

Perhaps the most important human 
relationship is the parenting, and especially 
mothering, of small children.  But even the 
latter has friendship as part of its goal, if 
successful.  Because friends are free partners 
in their relationship, achieving friendship with 
one�s offspring means that the project of 
helping them attain self-sufficiency has 
worked. 

The great philosopher of friendship is 
Aristotle.  In two striking chapters of his 
Nicomachean Ethics he distinguishes genuine 
friendship from two things that bear a 
superficial similarity, one in which the basis of 
the relationship is pleasure, the other in which 
it is mutual usefulness.  These shallow forms 
of friendship last only as long as the pleasure 
or utility they afford, says Aristotle, whereas 
true friendship endures because it is �grounded 
in good�, in the sense that one wishes for one�s 
friend what is best for him.  Aristotle calls this 
friendship �perfected� or �completed� because 
its goal lies wholly within the relationship itself, 
and does not treat it as merely instrumental for 
some other or further end. 

Aristotle says that a friend is �another self�, 
meaning that the kind of concern one properly 
has for one�s own good is extended to one�s 
friend too.  Proper self-concern is appropriate 
for an ethical individual, who will be motivated 
thereby to act nobly, and to make intelligent 
decisions about how to choose and act � and 
who will therefore always see that, as a social 
being, what is best for himself is at one with 
what is best for his friends and (ultimately) his 
community. To treat a friend as another self, 

therefore, is always to will the best for him for 
his own sake. 

The Aristotelian ideal of friendship is 
personal and mutual, and the very highest 
friendships are exclusive.  Other philosophers 
took a different view.  Immanuel Kant held that 
the truly virtuous individual will offer friendship 
to all other people equally, and that it is 
legitimate for people to expect a reciprocity of 
pleasure and utility.  Søren Kierkegaard 
rejected Aristotle�s view on the grounds that 
since one is to love all one�s neighbours, there 
is no room for friendships that exclude any of 
them or discriminate among them. 

These opinions are not, as it happens, 
inconsistent with Aristotle�s view.  One can 
nourish benevolent feelings towards the rest of 
humanity in general, and work for its good � 
and can appropriately expect from most of 
one�s acquaintanceships a mutuality of 
pleasure and usefulness � while at the same 
time enjoying true friendship, in Aristotle�s 
sense, with just one or some others.  The key 
is that the overriding point of the relationship is 
the relationship itself.  How indeed could one 
be a genuinely good friend to one�s family or 
one�s chosen comrades, without offering them 
more of oneself than to strangers, however 
much one�s concern is to be a responsible part 
of the brotherhood of man?  For friendship is 
by its nature particular, with its focus over time 
on individual things, in confidences and the 
security provided by mutual understanding.  
Multiplying such relationships too far makes 
each one less. 

�Those friends thou hast, and their 
adoption tried,� said Polonius in Shakespeare�s 
play Hamlet, �grapple them to thy soul with 
hoops of steel; but do not dull thy palm with 
entertainment of each new-hatched, unfledged 
comrade.�  This advice seems to render the 
making of new friends impossible, and 
therefore needs qualification; but it suggests 
an allied truth, which is that friendships once 
made need tending; and nothing substitutes for 
time together, in circumstances where other 
pressures are lifted so that the gates of 
communication can spring open, allowing free 
trade to pass between. 

 
line 39 
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45 According to the writer, parenting will have been successful if 
 
 A parent and child share the same outlook on life. 
 B parent and child work at their friendship. 
 C children become independent of their parents. 
 D children have a similar view of freedom to their parents. 
   
46 According to Aristotle, shallow forms of friendship are partly characterised by 
 
 A sharing of another person�s interests. 
 B a failure to retain the respect of others. 
 C a fear that we may be exploited ourselves. 
 D the satisfaction of one�s own needs. 
   
47 According to Aristotle, what follows if you treat each friend as �another self� (line 39)? 
 
 A Other people also benefit. 
 B The friend will care for you equally. 
 C The relationship between friends is improved. 
 D People consider their motivation for action more carefully. 
   
48 According to the writer, what is implied by Kant�s ideas? 
 
 A Friends will receive the same treatment they give. 
 B It is acceptable for people to anticipate benefits from friendships. 
 C Everyone should be treated as if they were friends. 
 D Friends can consider pleasure as the basis for the relationship. 
   
49 In the sixth paragraph, what does the writer imply is a long-term effect of true friendship? 
 
 A a greater need to respect secrets 
 B an improved ability to establish relationships with others 
 C a higher level of concern for the well-being of others 
 D a stronger sense of ease in the relationship 
   
50 The writer considers that the advice given by Polonius needs qualification because  
 
 A new friends may be unreliable. 
 B there is always potential to make new friends. 
 C friendship cannot last without considerable effort. 
 D communication between friends cannot be forced. 
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